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Abstract
The Ostrowski–Reich theorem gives the necessary and sufficient condition of convergence
of the SOR method for hermitian and positive definite matrices. Ortega and Plemmons have
generalized the theorem to non-hermitian matrices. For a general nonsingular matrix A, they
have given necessary and sufficient conditions of convergence of splitting methods, and have
studied the convergence of the SOR method. This note is a generalization of the Ortega and
Plemmons theorems to singular matrices. Some necessary and sufficient conditions of semi-
convergence for singular matrices are given. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
For solving linear system
Ax D b; (1.1)
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where A is an n  n matrix, one uses splitting method
xkC1 D Hxk C M−1b; (1.2)
where A D M − N and H D M−1N . For convergence of the splitting method (1.2),
we must have .H/ < 1 if A is nonsingular, where .H/ is the spectral radius of
H. In general, we cannot guarantee .H/ < 1 for every A. But it is well known that
if A is hermitian, and M C N is positive definite, then the splitting method (1.2)
is convergent if and only if A is positive definite, or equivalently, .H/ < 1 if and
only if A is positive definite. This is the famous Ostrowski–Reich theorem [20,23].
Afterwards, Ortega and Plemmons have further studied the convergence theory of
the SOR method and found that there exist similar results to the Ostrowski–Reich
theorem even for non-hermitian matrices [19]. They have given several necessary
and sufficient conditions of convergence of splitting methods for general nonsingular
matrices. For example, if A and MA−A C N satisfy the condition




for every x in some eigenset E of H, then .H/ < 1. Conversely, if .H/ < 1, then
for each eigenvector x of H either (1.3) holds or else
xAx D x.MA−A C N/x D 0: (1.4)
Ortega–Plemmons theorems [19] are great extensions of the Ostrowski–Reich theo-
rem for studying convergence theory of splitting methods. Another great generaliza-
tion of Ostrowski–Reich theorem was made by Keller to singular case in 1965 [11].
Keller has proved that for hermitian matrices A, if M C N is positive definite, H
is semi-convergent if and only if A is positive semi-definite, which we call Keller’s
theorem.
Currently, solvers of singular system have got more attention because of the ap-
plications, for example, finite Markov analysis [1,4]. The great contributions have
been made on this topic by Berman, Benzi, Hadjidimos, Marek, Neumann, Plem-
mons, Szyld and others [3–6,8–10,16–18,21,22]. They propose many effective itera-
tive methods to solve singular systems appeared in applications. Recently properties
of splitting methods for singular systems have got more study [2,4,11–15,24]. In
this note, we shall generalize the Ortega–Plemmons theorems to singular matrices
A. Since the generalized inverse and group inverse are important tools for singular
system analysis, we recall their definition here as follows. For every matrix A, the
generalized inverse A† satisfies the following conditions:
AA†A D A; A†AA† D A†; .AA†/ D AA†; .A†A/ D A†A;
and the group inverse A# satisfies
AA#A D A; A#AA# D A#; A#A D AA#:
In the following section, we first show some necessary and sufficient condition of
convergence of splitting methods for nonsingular and singular matrices A. Then we
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generalize the Ortega–Plemmons theorems to singular matrices A. Here we suppose
that M is always nonsingular in this paper. Assume that the spectral radius of A is
.A/, and the null and image spaces of A areN.A/ andR.A/, respectively.
2. Main results
Suppose that
A D M − N; (2.1)
where M is nonsingular, and
H D M−1N: (2.2)
Then we have
A D M.I − H/ (2.3)
and
AH D N.I − H/: (2.4)
Definition 2.1. A hermitian matrix A is S-positive definite if for all vector x =D 0 in
the set S, xAx > 0.
We introduce E.H/ as the set of all eigenvector of H, that is,
E.H/ D fx 2 CnV x is eigenvector of H g:
The notation E.H/fg denotes the eigenvector set of H associated with the eigen-
value , that is,
E.H/fg D fx 2 CnV Hx D x; x =D 0g:
Lemma 2.1.
AA − H AAH D.I − H/.MA C AN/.I − H/
D.I − H/.MM − NN/.I − H/: (2.5)
Proof. It follows from (2.3) and (2.4) that
H AAH D.I − H/NN.I − H/
D.I − H/NN.I − H/ − AA C AA
D.I − H/NN.I − H/ − .I − H/MM.I − H/ C AA
D−.I − H/.MM − NN/.I − H/ C AA:
Hence, we have
AA − H AAH D .I − H/.MM − NN/.I − H/:
Since MM − NN D MA C AN , there is (2.5). 
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Theorem 2.2. Let A be nonsingular. Then .H/ < 1 if and only if MA C AN is
E.H/-positive definite.
Proof. Let  and x be any eigenpair of H in .C; E.H//. Then,
x.AA − H AAH/x D T.I − H/xU.MA C AN/T.I − H/xU
or
.1 − jj2/xAAx D j1 − j2x.MA C AN/x:
Hence, there is




because of xAAx > 0. It follows from the nonsingularity of A that 1 is not an
eigenvalue of H. Therefore, the conclusion is immediately from (2.6). 
Remark 2.1. If we set a stronger condition that MA C AN is positive definite,
we can still get .H/ < 1. This stronger condition is easily checked in applications
because there is no relationship with the eigenvector of the iterative matrix H.
Next we shall generalize Theorem 2.2 to singular matrices A.
Theorem 2.3. Let A be a singular matrix with relations .2:1/ and .2:2/ and assume
that M V R.A/ ! R.A/. Then if MA C AN is positive definite on E0.H/; H is
semi-convergent. Conversely; if H is semi-convergent; then MA C AN is positive
definite on E0.H/ or xAAx D x.MA C AN/x D 0 for all x 2N.A/; where
E0.H/ D E.H/ \R.A/ D fx 2 Cn; x =D 0; 9 2 C; Hx D x;  =D 1g:
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2, we can get that if H is semi-convergent,
then MA C AN is positive definite or xAAx D x.MA C AN/x D 0, and if
MA C AN is positive definite, then jj < 1 or  D 1 from (2.6). The remaining
work is just to prove that 1 is a simple eigenvalue of H.
Now we suppose that 1 is not a simple eigenvalue of H and x is an eigenvector of
H inN.A/. Then there exists at least one principal vector y, such that Ay =D 0, Hy D
y C x and Hx D x. It follows from Hy D y C x that x D −M−1Ay. Since M−1 V
R.A/ ! R.A/, x 2 R.A/. We hence get a contradiction because x 2N.A/ and
x =D 0. So 1 is a simple eigenvalue of H, i.e., H is semi-convergent. 
Lemma 2.4. Let A be a singular matrix with R.A/ D R.A/. Then A# exists and
A# D A†.
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Lemma 2.5. Let A be singular with .2:1/ and .2:2/. Then;
1: H has at least one eigenvalue 1.
2: N.A/ D SpanfE.H/f1gg D SpanfE.A/f0gg.
Lemma 2.6. Assume that a singular matrix A with .2:1/ and .2:2/ has the property
R.A/ D R.A/. Then
A − H AH D.I − H/TM C N C M.A†/.A − A/U.I − H/
D.I − H/TN C M.A†/AU.I − H/: (2.7)
Proof. It follows from (2.4) that
H AH D −S C AH C .I − H/M.I − H/;
where S D .I − H/.M C N/.I − H/. In terms of (2.3), we have
A − H AH DS C .A − A/.I − H/
DS C .AA†A − A.A†/AU.I − H/
DS C T.AA†/A − .A†A/AU.I − H/
DS C T.A†A/A − .A†A/AU.I − H/ .by Lemma 2:4/
DS C A.A†/.A − A/.I − H/
D.I − H/TM C N C M.A†/.A − A/U.I − H/
D.I − H/TM C N C M.A†/A − M.AA†/U.I − H/
D.I − H/TM C N C M.A†/A − MAA†U.I − H/
D.I − H/TM C N C M.A†/A − MU.I − H/
D.I − H/TN C M.A†/AU.I − H/: 
Theorem 2.7. Assume that a singular matrix A with .2:1/ and .2:2/ has the property
R.A/ D R.A/ and M V R.A/ ! R.A/. If A and N C M.A†/A =D 0 satisfy the
condition




8x 2 E.H/ \R.A/; then H is semi-convergent. Conversely; if H is semi-conver-
gent; then .2:8/ holds or
xAx D x.M.A†/A C N/x D 0:
Proof. Suppose that  is an eigenvalue of H. By Lemma 2.6, 8x 2 E.H/ \R.A/,
Ax =D 0,
xAx − .Hx/A.Hx/ D T.I − H/xUTN C M.A†/AUT.I − H/xU
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or
.1 − jj2/xAx D j1 − j2xTN C M.A†/AUx: (2.9)
Hence, if A and M.A†/A C N satisfy condition (2.8), jj2 < 1. From Lemma 2.5,
we have .H/ 6 1, where jj < 1 or  D 1.
Now we must prove that 1 is a simple eigenvalue of H to show semi-convergence
of H. Suppose that 1 is not a simple eigenvalue of H. Then there exists at least one
principal vector y =D 0, such that Ay =D 0, Hy D y C x and Hx D x, where x is an
eigenvector of H associated with 1. Since Hy D y C x, it follows from Ny D My C
Mx that Ay D −Mx, that is, M−1Ay D −x which means x 2 R.A/ D R.A/ be-
cause M V R.A/ ! R.A/. Since x is an eigenvector of H associated with 1, x 2
N.A/. So we get x D 0 which contradicts to x =D 0. Therefore, 1 is a simple eigen-
value of H and H is semi-convergent.
Conversely, if H is semi-convergent, and  and x are any eigenpair of H, then
(2.9) holds, if  D 1, (2.4) holds automatically. If  =D 1, either (2.8) or xAX D
x.M.A†/A C N/x D 0 must be true. 
We can get one of the Ortega–Plemmons theorems from Theorem 2.7 if A is
nonsingular as follows.
Corollary 2.8 (Ortega–Plemmons theorem [19]). Let A be nonsingular with .2:1/
and .2:2/. If A and MA−A C N satisfy condition .1:3/ for every x in some eigenset
E of H; then .H/ < 1. Conversely; if .H/ < 1; then for each eigenvector x of H
either .1:3/ holds or else .1:4/ holds.
We also can get a weaker form of Keller theorem [11] from Theorem 2.7 when A
is hermitian. So we have the following corollary.
Corollary 2.9 (Keller theorem [11]). Let the singular matrix A with .2:1/ and .2:2/
be hermitian. Assume that M V R.A/ D R.A/ ! R.A/ and M C N is positive
definite. Then H is semi-convergent if and only if A is positive semi-definite.
Proof. Since A is hermitian,R.A/ D R.A/ holds automatically, and N C M.A†/
A D N C MA†A D N C M on R.A/. Therefore, the corollary follows from
Theorem 2.7 immediately. 
Similarly we can generalize other results in [19] to singular case as follows.
Corollary 2.10. Let A be hermitian with .2:1/ and .2:2/. If A is positive semi-
definite; and M C N is positive definite on E.H/; then H is semi-convergent.
Conversely; if xMx > 0 for all x 2 E.H/ and H is semi-convergent; then on E.H/;
A and M C N are positive semi-definite and definite; respectively.
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Proof. The proof is the same as proof of Corollary 2.5 in [19]. 
We use Re.c/ and Im.c/ to denote the real part and imaginary part of the complex
number c, respectively. Following the proof of Theorem 2.7 in [19] given by Ortega
and Plemmons, we can prove the following result.
Theorem 2.11. Let A be a singular matrix with Index.A/ 6 1 and .2:1/ and .2:2/.
Assume that xMx =D 0 for all x 2 E.H/. Then H is semi-convergent if and only if
TRe.x.M C N/x/UTRe.xAx/U > −TIm.x.M C N/x/UTIm.xAx/U (2.10)
for all x 2 E.H/.
Proof. It follows from the same proof of Theorem 2.7 in [19, p. 185] that .H/ 6 1
if and only if (2.10) holds. It follows from the Index.A/ 6 1 that 1 is a simple eigen-
value of H. Since 0 is a simple eigenvalue of A. Then H is semi-convergent if and
only if (2.10) holds. 
Corollary 2.12. Let A be positive definite .not necessarily hermitian/ with Index.A/
6 1. Then H is semi-convergent if and only if .2:10/ holds.
Similarly we also have the result as follows.
Theorem 2.13. Assume that M.A†/A C N is positive definite and Index.A/ 6 1.
Then H is semi-convergent if and only if A is positive semi-definite.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.9 in [19, p. 186]. The sim-
plicity of eigenvalue 1 is from Index.A/ 6 1. 
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